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ABSTRACT

This research program covers the detailed investigation

of gliding parachutes and their necessary guidance and control

systems to achieve a controlled approach to an touchdown at a

pre-selected site. Theoretical and analytical investigations

have been conducted to determine system feasibility and performance

limits; and to establish the configuration of a flexible, self-

inflating canopy capable of meeting the program objectives.

A series of exploratory wind tunnel tests with small

model steer-able parachutes has been conducted to substantiate

the findings of the analytical investigation and further define

the detail design of the most promising configurations.

Additional tests with large scale models in the form of tow tests,

wind tunnel tests, and free-flight deployment tests, have been

conducted to demonstrate aerodynamic characteristics; and to

obtain essential data for use as design criteria for an integrated

steerable parachute system.

The results of this research program, reported herein,

has culminated in the design of a flexible, self-inflating,

steerable parachute canopy which has demonstrated in wind tunnel

tests a maxcimum lift-to-drag ratio of 2:1; has been deployed in

free-flight tests at velocities up to 150 knots; and has demon-

strated a -turn rate of' approximately thirty (30) degrees-per-

second.
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SYMBOLS

A.C. Aerodynamic Center

CL lift coefficient

CD drag coefficient

CR total parachute force coefficient

CM parachute pitching moment coefficient

C side force coefficient

C N  yawing moment coefficient

CIR rolling moment coefficient

CT tangential force coefficient

C.P. Center of Pressure

Do 0nominal parachute diameter (ft)

D inflated parachute diamet r (ft)P

D drag force parallel to free stream (lbs)

j 0 cluster equivalent nominal diameter (ft)
c

DV vent diameter (ft)
D, suspension line diameter (ft)

UW parachute diameter based on SW (ft)

ECG Control line extension for interior lines

EC I  Control line extension for inner group of
interior lines

E CC0  Control line extension for outer group of
interior lines

EF length of flap control line extension (ft)

E LE leading edge extension (ft)
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FCG Control Line force for interior lines (ibs)

F CControl line force for inner groups of
CGI interior lines (lbs)

F OGO Control line force for outer group of

interior lines (lbs)

F F force in flap riser (ibs)

FR  total or resultant aerodynamic parachute
force (lbs)

F FT tension in reefing line (lbs)

FT tangential force (lbs) (measured along
geometric axis of parachute)

H F control flap depth (ft)

11 S  steering slot depth (ft)

1 lift force normal to free stream (lbs)

1R rolling moment (ft-lbs)

1/D lift to drag ratio

IE  effective suspension line length (ft)

IS length of suspension line (ft)

IR  length of riser (ft)

M pitching moment (ft-.bs)

N yawing monent (ft-lbs)

n number of canopies
q dynamic pressure (ibs/ft2

S 2
S nominal parachute area (ft )

8 p projected parachute area (ft
2

S W upper canopy, surface wetted area (ft2)

T thrust (lbs)

V T  free stream velocity (ft/sec) (ref. velocity
for coefficients)
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VH horizontal velocity (ft/sec)

Vv  vertical velocity (ft/sec)

WD descent weight (lbs)

WS  suspended weight (lbs)

Y side force (lbs)

Z total number of gores in canopy

ZF number of gores in flap

a angle of attack of'parachute canopy (deg)
(measured between plane of canopy skirt and
free stream)

ar  incremental change in canopy angle of attack

P 90 - Y

y glide angle from horizontal (deg)

X total porosity (%)

angle between geometric axis of parachute and
relative wind

angle between parachute axis and C.P/C.G.
axis (deg)

angle of yaw (deg)
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

In extending its original research in controllable

parachutes, Northrop Ventura was awarded Air Force Contract No.

AF 33(657)-10646 on 20 May 1.963. The scope of this applied

research program involves the detailed investigation of various

textile parachute canopy configurations and control systems to

achieve steerability and to directionally control the final

descent trajectory of parachute decelerated manned or unmanned

vehicles. The investigation was to be confined to parachutes

capable of fulfilling specific minimum performance criteria,

primarily a lift to drag ratio of 2.0.

Prior to awarding this contractsNorthrop Ventura conducted

research programs in the area of steerable parachutes. These

investigations were restricted to the determination of the

performance of conventional solid cloth-type or ringsail parachute

canopies with a gore removed, slots, or slot-flap combinations,

but still retaining the basic inflated shape of conventional

parachutes. These canopies, at best, produced a lift-to-drag

ratio of approximately 1.5, while current and future requirements

for parachute deceleration and recovery applications require

significantly increased controlled gliding capabilities.

Manuscript released by authors May 1964 for publication
as an FDL Technical Documentary ReporL.
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Phase I of this program embodied a feasibility investigation,

including both analytical and laboratory tests, to determine the

feasibility of the self-inflatable steerable parachute within

specific performance parameters. Analytical and theoretical

investigations have been conducted to establish the preliminary

canopy configurations, the performance of the proposed configura-

tions, and the limitations imposed by the requirements for a

self-inflating shape. Initial efforts in this investigation

consisted of a technical literature search of both rigid and

flexible canopy shapes and the systematic compiling and analysis

of available data. The objective of this initial effort was to

appraise the performance contribution of a specific design

feature or combination of design features which appeared feasible

for incorporation into a self-inflating, flexible parachute canopy;

and thereby establish trends which may be used to predict the

performance of a specific parachute configuration. The results

of this investigation, supported by a theoretical analysis of

the aerodynamic principles involved, created the preliminary

models for further evaluation in the initial series of small

model wind tunnel tests. This test series was conducted to

substantiate the findings of the analytical investigations and

demonstrate and/or determine the inflation, stability, and

aerodynamic characteristics of these configurations. A selection

of the most promising of these preliminary models was made for

further evaluation as large scale models in a series of tow tests,

additional wind tunnel tests, and free flight deployment tests.

In addition to demonstrating their aerodynamic characteristics,

the large scale tests were conducted to obtain design criteria

for determining the requirements for a free-flight program of

larger diameter parachutes to be conducted in later phases. The

requirements for the free flight program derived from these

tests include flap extension and actuation forces, control

mechanism actuation and response time, instrumentation, test

load configuration, guidance system, and test vehicle on-board

electrical system.

2
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This document reports the accomplishments of the Phase

T feasibility investigation, including the results of the

analytical and theoretical investigations, wind tunnel tests,

tow tests, free-flight deployment tests; and presents the

requirements and recommendations for conducting subsequent free-

flight controlled glide tests.



SECTION 2

SUMMARY

2.1 GENERAL

The primary objective of this program was to develop a

non-rigidized, self-inflating, gliding parachute with the

capability of gliding at an L/D of 2.0 or better. The program

proceeded in the following sequence.

A literature survey of the available data on gliding

parachutes was conducted and an analysis of the data was made.

Based on the results of this analysis, a series of small models

(D0 of approximately 3 ft) were designed and tested to determine

the design with the best potentional of meeting the performance

requirement. During the small model test series, a total of

19 single model configurations and 3 cluster configurations were

tested. As a result of the data obtained from these tests, four

basic configurations were selected to be tested as larger models

(D0 of approximately 12 ft). The tests were conducted both with

a truck tow rig and by testing in a wind tunnel. The model which

had the best L/D capability and one other model were then drop

tested to check the feasibility of deploying the unconventional

canopy which was developed and to obtain information on the

deployment characteristics of low porosity canopies. The

following paragraphs give a brief summary of the work accomplished

during each investigational program during Phase I.

Preceding Page Blank



2.2 ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION

The analytical investigation consisted of a literature

survey, an analysis of the data resulting from this survey, and

a theoretical analysis of canopy aerodynamics. The analysis

showed that three primary factors, independent of canopy design,

affected performance and that certain canopy design features

should be included in a canopy design capable of high I/D

performance. The factors independent of canopy configuration

are: (1) canopy porosity, (2) canopy size and (3) glide path

velocity. The canopy configuration design features found to

improve L/D performance were: (1) leading edge extensions

supported by cloth ribs which shape the leading edge to an air-

foil shape (2) controllable flaps at the rear of the canopy,

(3) a forward compartment or interior canopy web, and (4)

increasing the canopy aspect ratio.

2.3 EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION

2.3.1 Small Model Tests

The small model tests conducted at the Wright Field

vertical wind tunnel showed that the type of configuration

which had the best potential for meeting the program ohjective

was a three lobe type of design. This design was in affect a

low aspect modified triangular wing made of cloth and depends

only on the pressure distribution induced by the airflow around

it to maintain its shape.

2.3.2 Tow Tests of Large Models

The tow tests resulted in confirmation of the results of

the small model tests. The three lobe design (Model 301)

achieved an L/D of just under 2.0 and showed itself as being

much superior to the other designs tested. During these tests

a significant increase in L/D performance for an increase in size

from Do = 12 ft to Do = 16 ft was noted. As a secondary result

6



I.

of these tests, it was shown that a truck tow rig was an

economical and practical method of quickly evaluating the

performance of gliding parachutes.

2.3.3 Wind Tunnel Tests of Large Models

During tests conducted at the Ames wind tunnel the three

lobe design (Model 301) achieved an L/D of 2.1 and was clearly

superior to the other designs tested. During this test program,

data on L/D performance as a function of flap settings, the

affect of interior line rigging on L/D, flap riser forces,

reefed drag coefficients, and the affect of velocity on perfor-

mance were obtained. Also, many of the models from the Aerosail

test program were reLested (See Reference 1 for previous results).

2.3.4 Deployment Tests of Large Models

Nine aerial drop tests were conducted at the El Centro

Test Facility to get data on the deployment characteristics of

the three lobe design (Model 301) and the affect of low canopy

porosity on opening shock. These tests were conducted for a
range of drop velocities and canopy reefing. The three lobe

design showed excellent opening characteristics, it was very

stable in the reefed condition and the data obtained on opening

indicates that deployment of larger canopies :f" the three lobe
design will be possible.

7



SECTION 3

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION

3.1 GENERAL

The initial tMsk of Phase I was an analysis of the data

available from previous gliding parachute research programs.

The programs from which data were available were, Northrop Ventura

in-house research programs, the Northrop Ventura conducted Glide

Sail Program, the Northrop Ventura conducted Aerosail Program,

the University of Minnesota Glidin' Paracmte Program and the

Pioneer Parasail Development Program. A summary of the more

successful designs evolved by these research programs and the

performance of these designs is shown in Table 1.

NOTE: During the Ames wind tunnel tests conducted

during the latter part of Phase I, it was discovered that the

published data from the Aerosail test program was in error.

Therefore, to prevent confusion by presenting data which is

known to be in error, corrected data is used throughout this

report when referring to the Aerosail research program. An

explanation for the original erroneous data along with a
summary of the uncorrected and corrected L/D max data is

presented in Appendix D.

During the investigation of available data it was found

that three major parameters have a significant influence on the

L/D performance of gliding parachutes and are relatively

independent of the canopy configuration. These three parameters

and their affect on performance are listed below.

9
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(1) Canopy Porosity; increasing canopy porosity results
in a decrease in L/D capability.

(2) Parachute Size; increasing canopy diameter resulbs
in an increase in L/D capability.

(3) Operational Velocity; increasing operational velocity

results in a decreased L/D capability.

The preceding statements are made as a result of the data

presented in Figures 1, 2, and 3. These figures are summary

plots of data taken from the previously mentioned research

programs.

As shown in Figure 1, an increase in canopy porosity

decreases the L/D capability of all known gliding parachute

configurations. This affect may be due to more than one

phenomenon. Any increase in canopy porosity results in an

increase in mi.ss flow through the canopy, with a resulting loss

of internal canopy pressure and a decrease in pressure

differential across the canopy. This in turn results in a loss

in lift and canopy rigidity. Also, flow through the fabric of a

solid cloth canopy could cause the flow over the upper surface

to detach at a point further forward than for a nonporous

canopy. This also results in a loss in lift. A large portion

of the drag on a gliding parachute at high values of L/D is

caused by form drag and suspension line drag, which do not

decrease with an increase in mass flow through the canopy

surface. Since with the loss in lift due to porosity there is

not a proportional decrease in drag, there is a loss in L/D

capability.

The effect of parachute size on (L/D) maximum is shown

in Figure 2. This increase of L/D with increasing parachute

diameter, while holding altitude, velocity and configuration

constant, is the same type of trend shown by airfoil sections.

Under the conditions given, an increase in parachute diameter

corresponds to an increase in Reynolds Number. A characteristic

111
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of high lift airfoil sections is that the maximum CL that can be

obtained increases with increasing Reynolds Number, without a

proportionate increase in drag. This is the same as saying that

for a wing flying at a constant angle of attack near its stall

point an increase in Reynolds number will result in an increase

in L/D. It should be noted that this phenomenon is most

pronounced at angles of attack near the stall point of the wing.

This condition corresponds to a gliding parachute operating at

its maximum L/D. In other words, the parachute is acting as a

thick airfoil operating close to its stall point. Figure 3 is a

replot of section drag coefficient versus section lift coefficient

for the NACA 2415 airfoil section. This plot was taken from

Reference 2. The data presented in Figure 3 shows the influence

of Reynolds Number on the characteristics of a typical airfoil

section. It is evident from this data that for a constant angle

of attack a large increase in L/D occurs with increasing Reynolds

Number. For the airfoil data shown this increase in L/D is 60

percent for an angle of attack of 14 degrees and an increase in

Reynolds Number from 3.0 x 10 to 9.0 x 106 . Figure 2 shows data

from two basic parachute designs. The Glidesail and Para-Sail

designs are basically slotted canopy designs, which implies a
good deal of canopy porosity, while the Aerosail and University

of Minnesota design are solid cloth configurations. As shown by

Figure 2 the effect of canopy size is more pronounced for the

solid cloth canopies, which are more comparable to a wing, than

for the slotted canopy design. The range of Reynolds Numbers

covered by the data shown in Figure 2 is 0.6 x 106 to 12 x 106.

Although it is not expected that data from a thin airfoil section

can be applied directly to a gliding parachute, it is felt that

the trend as shown in Figure 2 can be explained as a scale effect

such as displayed by airfoils. The generally accepted rule that

vertically descending parachutes are not affected by Reynolds

Number in the subsonic range is not made invalid by this analysis.

Vertically descending parachutes have detached flow over the
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entire canopy while gliding parachutes depend on attached flow

over a portion of the canopy and are therefore subject to Reynolds

Number effects.

The effect of increasing operational velocity as shoi,

in Figure 4 is a loss in L/D capability. This result seems to

be in contrast to the results shown in Figure 3, since an

increase in velocity, with other conditions not changing, is an

increase in Reynolds Number.

However, it must be remembered that a self-inflating

parachute is not a rigid structure, and its shape is determined

by a balance of aerodynamic forces and strain in the canopy

material and suspension lines. This in turn leads to the

possibility of canopy distortion with increasing aerodynamic

forces. What probably happens is that the drag of the suspension

lines and the form drag of the canopy increase with velocity

while the canopy distorts with the result that lift does not

increase proportionately with drag. This in turn results in a

net loss in L/D.

3i2 CANOPY CONFIGURATION DESIGN

When designing a self-inflating gliding parachute one is

faced with the obvious fact that the canopy can only be made to

hold a shape that can be supported by the pressure distribution

on the canopy. In previous research programs three basic designs

were used. These were slotted canopies such as the Para-Sail,

solid cloth designs such as the University of Minnesota design

which uses ribs to support the roof of the canopy and thus attain

an improved airfoil shape and the Aerosail design which employs

ribs to obtain a shaped leading edge and has an extendible rear

flap to get a better airfoil profile. The maximum L/D which

can be obtained with these three designs seems to be limited in

each case by the canopy angle of attack at which the leading edge

caves in. Tests at the University of Minnesota indicate that the
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maximum L/D for the Para-Sail design is about 1.07 and for the

University of Minnesota design 1.19. The Aerosail design achieved

an L/D of 1.54 while a 3-chute cluster of Aerosails reached an

L/D of 1.51. Again the L/D capability of all these configurations

is limited by leading edge collapse. These three test programs

indicate that in order to get values of L/D = 2 or better, some

way must be found to design a canopy which will hold its shape

at lower canopy angles or attack, or to increase lift, decrease

drag or both for the angle of attack the canopy will maintain

without collapsing.

Three methods of getting improved results are indicated

by the results of previous research programs and by wing theory.

The first approach is to extend the leading edge of the

canopy by using ribs and thus increase the angle of attack of the

leading edge of the canopy. This is the approach used in the

Minnesota design and the Aerosail design and has resulted in

appreciable increases in L/D over the basic parachute design

without the leading edge extensions.

The !rond approach is one suggested by the results

attained by a three chute cluster in the Aerosail test program.

The cluster in ihir; case achieved an L/ appreciably higher ,hian

the lead parachute attained while flying alone. What was done

in this test was to take a circular flat parachute with an

extended and rolled-under leading edge and use it for the front

parachute in the clust.r. The two rear chutes were basically

the same except that they had rear flaps that were extended and

did not have the rolled-under leading edge. The reason that this

configuration reached comparatively high values of L/D may have

been due to the front parachute having an increased internal

pressure. This higher internal pressure could have been caused

by the influence oF the canopies behind it and the fact that it

was basically a solid flat canopy without vents or flaps to

reduce internal pi'es:uvre.
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Another possibility suggested by the three chute cluster

and also by wing theory is the reduction of induced drag by

increasing aspect ratio. For a wing with an elliptical lift

distribution the difference in drag, for a constant CL or angle

of attack, and aspect ratios of AR1 and AR2 is

CD1 - CD2  - A 2

Figure 5 shows a curve which gives the increase in L/D

performance which would be obtained by applying this equation to

a typical gliding parachute. As an example of what could

theoretically be gained in L/D performance let us take the case

of changing a parachute configuration from a circular parachute

to a chute with an elliptical planform with a major to minor axis

ratio of 1:5. Aspect ratio is defined as b2/S

b span

S = planform area.

For a circle

AR = 1.2'73

For an ellipse with major to minor axis ratio of 1.5:1

AR = 1.9.

As shown in Figure 5 an increase in AR from 1.27 to 1.9

corresponds to an increase in L/D from 1.72 to 2.0. It must be

noted that this increase in L/D is based on theory which has

proved to be accurate for rigid wings but which may not apply

accurately to an airfoil section as thick as a parachute profile.

However, the increase in L/D with Alt for small values of Alt, does

indicate a significant increase in I/D should occur even with

parachute profiles. It should further be noted, that when CL is

held constant and drag reduced, what effectively is happening is

that L/D is increased, while holding angle of attack constant.

This is a very important characteristic for increasing the

maximum L/D of a gliding parachute. In most cases, the maximum

L/D is limited by leading edge collapse, and the affect of
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increasing AR is to give a higher L/D without decreasing canopy

angle of attack. As indicated by the preceding discussion, the

following list of design features is considered desirable in a

high performance gliding parachute.

(1) Canopy leading edge shaping to maintain the aero-

dynamic stagnation point below the canopy skirt while gliding.

(2) Addition of a forward pocket to the parachute

canopy to maintain a higher internal pressure in the forward

canopy area and thereby delay leading edge collapse while gliding

at high lift to drag ratios.

(3) increasing the parachute Aspect Ratio to reduce the

parachute drag coefficient and thereby increase the L/D ratio for

a given angle of attack.

(4) Controllable flaps at the rear of the canopy to

provide a flatter canopy profile and tiirn control.
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SECTION 1i

EXPLORATORY INVEIiGATION

4.1 GENERAL

Based on the concepts evolved during the analytical

investigation, a series of canopy configurations were designed.

Small models of th Mse designs (D of' approximately 3 ft) were

then tested in the Wright Field vertical wind tunnel. After

evaluating the results of the small model tests, five

configurations were selected to be tested with larger models.

Tests with the larger MTodels (12- and 16-ft diameter) were

then conducted by towing them w{th a truck equipped with test

equipment, and by flying them in the Ames 40 x 80 Wind Tunnel.

The two designs which showed the best performance during the

tow tests and Ames wind tunnel tests were then aerial drop

tested at the El Centre Drop Test Facility. A summary of the

results of these test programs is presented in the following

paragraphs. During the various tests conducted, data such as

L/D vs flap extension, flap riser forces, reefed drag

coefficients, and stability coefficients were taken. Since

the primary objective of this research program was to develop

a self inflating gliding parachute with an L/D capabili;y of

2.0 or greater, the data presented in this section outlines the

design evolution resulting in a configuration which meets this

objective.

For complete detailed test procedures and test results

refer to Appendices I, II, III. and IV. Also included in these
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Appendices are detailed descriptions and photographs of the

models tested.

4.2 SMALL MODEL TESTS

In order to determine the validity of the conclusions

reached as a result of the analytical investigation, a series

of models were designed. These models, approximately 3-ft Do,

incorporated the design features suggested in Paragraph 3.2,

and can be classified into three types of configurations as

follows:

(1) Single canopies without internal lines, webs

or stiffening.

(2) Single canopies with inflated structure or

mechanical stiffening.

(3) Single canopies with internal webs and lines
but no inflated or mechanical rigidizing structure.

Group (1) consists primarily of the Aerosail Model 101
design, the University of Minnesota design, variations and

modifications of these two basic designs, and several other

original designs.. Group (2) consists of' an Aerosail Model

101 with inflated stiffening tubes and a circul r flat canopy

with a V boom structure for stiffening. Group (3) are designs

attempting to incorporate a compartmented-type of structure.

This is done either by building the model in three lobes or by

using interior lines to distort the canopy to the desired share.

Several variations co those basic Ideas were tried. Sketches
and descriptions of all the small models are given in Appendix I.

These models were tested in the Wright Field vertical
wind tunnel. Because the models were small (D approximately

3 ft), the data obtained from these tests was basically

qualitative in nature. The results of these tests were

evaluated on a comparative basis, that is, a model's performance

was evaluated as compared to the rest of the models being tested.
A summary of the configurations tested and results of the tests

are presented in Table 2.
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Figure 6 is a summary, in graphical form, of the

maximum L/D performance of the models tested. As shown by

Table 2 and Figure 6, Model 217 gave the highest value of L/D

maximum. Model 217 also displayed desirable stability

characteristics. In particular this model had excellent roll

and yaw stability as compared to most of the other models tested

during this program. The significant results of the Wright

Field wind tunnel tests were:

(1) It appeared feasible to develop a nonrigid,

self-inflating, parachute with an L/D

capability of 2.0.

(2) The three lobe design, of which Model 217

gave the best results, had the best potential.

of being able to get L/D values of 2.0.

4.3 LARiGE, MIIO;L T.ESS

As a result, or the Wright Field wind tunnel test,

several models were selected to be tested as larger models.

These larger moels were approximately 12-ft DO . The

configurations chosen were Models 217, 218, and 202 from the

Wright. Field series of small model tests and Model 101 from

the Aerosail test program at Ames. Model 217 showed the best

performance during the Wright Field tests.

However, it was decided that it would also be desirable

to test larger versions of Models 218 and 202. Model 101 was

included for testing as a reference to which the performance

of the other Models could be compared. Table 3 lists the Model

numbers and a brief description of the Models selected for

testing during the large model tests.
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TABLE 3

MODELS SELECTED FOR TESTING

Model

Number Model Description

301A Model 217 with fairing.

301 Model 217 without fairing.

302 Model 218, with modified L.E., from
3-ft D tests.

303 Model 203 from 3-ft D tests.

304 Modified version of Model 218 from
3-ft Do tests.

101 Model 101 from 12-ft D Aerosail tests.

402 Model 302 in 16-ft D size.

4.3.1 Truck Tow Tests

Due to delays in the availability of the Ames 40 x 80

wind tunnel, a truck tow test rig was constructed to expedite

the testing of larger models. The models selected for testlng

on the Low truck were 301A, 302, 303, 304, 402 and 101. The

results of the tow truck test program briefly summarized are

in Table 4. For a description of the tow truck Lest rig and

a complete summary of the data obtained during the truck tests

refer to Appendix III.
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TABLE 4

RESULTS OF TOW TRUCK TEST PROGRAM

Model Maximum
Number L/D Comments

301A 1.95 Had the best stability and best
indicated performance of the
models tested.

302 1.48 Good stability and canopy shape.

303 1.46 Excellent stability and canopy
shape.

304 1.24 Rigged with interior lines
cross connected to flaps.
Control forces very light.
Fair stability.

402 1.72 Very good stability and canopy
shape. This model is identical
to 302 except D0 = 16 ft.

101 1.19 This is the model which gave
best results in Aerosail test
program.

The significance of the rcsults from the tow tests are

summarized by the.following statements.

(1) Model 301A gave the best L/D performance and had

excellent yaw stability. This model showed the best potential

of achieving an L/D of 2.0.

(2) A definite improvement in Max. L/D performance

was noted between Model 302 and Model 402 which seems to

indicate an increase of L/D capability with increasing size.

(3) None of the models tested appear to have the

potential of matching the performance of the three lobe type

of design.

(4) Relatively small flap riser extensions are

necessary to achieve Max. L/D performance. This results in low

control line extension capability being required to operate the

parachute.
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4.3.2 Ames Wind Tunnel Tests

The test program at the Ames 40 x 80 wind tunnel was

conducted in two parts. During the first part of the test

program, the models listed in Table 3 were tested. The results

of these tests indicated that the instrumentation used had

given erroneous data and also that the published data for the

Aerosail test program was in error. Therefore, a second series

of tests were conducted at Ames and most of the models were

retested. Also, many of the models from the Aerosail test

program were retested. Table 5 lists the models tested during

both parts of the test program.

TABLE 5

MODELS TESTED

Models For Model Description
Ames Test
Program

303 Model 217 from Small Model tests.

301A Model 217 with fairing.

302 Model 218, with modified L.E., from
Small Mode] tests.

303 Model 202 from Small Model tests.

304 Model 218 from Small Model tests.

1.01 Model 101 from 12-ft D Aerosail tests.0

402 Model 302 in 16-ft D0 size.

Cluster Cluster of' three mode] 302's.
No. 4

105 Front Aerosail Test Program

107 From Aerosail Test Program

113 From Aerosail Test Program

The results of the Ames tunnel tests in general

substantiated the data obtained both from the small model tests

at. Wright Field and the tow tests. The following table is a
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brief summary of the results of Ames tests. For a complete

summary of test results and description of the test procedure,

refer to Appendix IV.

TABLE 6

RESULTS OF AMES TESTS

Model Maximum L/D Comments

301A 1.41 (v=60 fps) Model flying horizontal

301 2.10 (v'30 fps) Kodel flying vertical

1.82 (v=45 fps)
1.72 (v=60 fps)

1.34 (v=30 fps) Flying hori zont-1, rigged

1.53 (v=45 fps) with 2 D0 lines

1.69 (v=60 fps)

302 1.53 (v=30 fps) Flying vertical

303 1.31 (v=30 fps) Flying vertical

304 1.25 (v30 fps) Flying horizontal

402 1.41 (v=30 fps) Flying horizontal

1.35 (v-30 fps) Flying vertical - May not have
been best rigging.

101 1.32 (v 30 fps) Flying vertical

105 1.20 (v 30 fps) Flying vertical

107 1.16 (v-=30 fps) Flying vertical

113 1.05 (v=30 fps) Flying vertical

Cluster
3-302 1.21 (v=30 fps) Flying verti cal

As shown by Table 6 Model 301 was the only configuration

tested which achieved an L/D of 2.0. The single most important

result of this test series was that of the design approaches

tried, only the three lobe design (Model 301) showed the

capability of' performing with an L/D value as high as 2.0.
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4.5 DEPLOYMENT DROP TESTS

In order to test the feasibility of deploying Model 301,

and to get information on the deployment characteristics and

opening loads for very low porosity canopies, drop tests were

conducted at the El Centro parachute drop test facility. The

two configurations tested were Models 301 and 302. Model 301

was tested in both 12-ft DW and 16-ft DW versions and Model 302

had a D0 of 12 ft.

Table 7 is a summary of the results of the deployment

tests. The primary objective of these drop tests was to

investigate the feasibility of deploying the Model 301 type of

configuration. The results of this drop test program were

quite encouraging. Model 301 displayed excellent stability

during the reefed stage and did not display any adverse

inflation characteristics. As far as can be determined by the

results obtained with the relatively small (12-ft diameter)

drop test models deployment of the 301 design should not be a

major problem.
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TABLE 7
RESULTS OF DEPLOYMENT TESTS

Teat Drop Altitude Percent* Average System Open- Dis-
No. Model Speed Ft Reefing Descent Descent ins reef

KEAS Velocity Weiaht Force Force Comments

1 301 Reefing ,utters
Dw12 ft) 93 5050 20 55 fps 70 lbs NA NA did not fire.

Parachute
descended

2 302
(Do12 ft 100 3000 20 19 fps 68 lbs NA NA Oscillated

during reefed
stage 45
degrees. Made a
stable gliding
descent after
full opening.

3 301
(DwI2 ft) 100 3000 20 17 fps 70 lbs 690 692 Very stable

lbs lbs during retfed
stage. Made a
spiral descent
to left after -
full opening.

4 302
(Do=12 ft) 125 3000 15 19 fps 68 lbs 530 460 Mild oscil-

lation during

reefed stage.
Made a stable
gliding descent
after full
opening.

5 301
(Dw=12 ft) 125 3000 15 57 fDs 70 lbs NA NA Reefing cutters

did not fire,

descended reefed.

6 301
(Dw=I

2 
ft) 150 3000 12.5 17 fps 70 lbs 380 720 Reefed descent

stable. Stable
glide descent
with a slow
spiral turn.

7 302
(DoI2 ft) 150 3000 12.5 19 fps 68 lbs Some oscil-

lation during

reefed stage. 17

Stable gliding
descent after
full opening.

8 301
(Dw=I2 ft) 150 3000 15 18 fps 70 lbs 655 565 Model rigged

with 6 inch
flap differ-
ential. Had
30 deg. per sec
turn rate after
full opening.

9 301
(Dw=

16 
ft) 125 3000 20 30 fps 224 Ibs NA NA Reefing line

broke during
deployment with
resulting canopy
damage.

NOTE: All 12-ft diameter models were dropped with 6-in. flap extension.
The 16-ft D. model 301 was dropped with 8-in. flap extension.

* Percent reefing is ratio of reefed diameter to nominal diameter (DO ) for Model 302.

For Model 301, percent reefing is ratio of reefing line length for each lobe to lobe
circumference.
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SECTION 5

ANALYSIS

5.1 GENERAL

As shown by the summary of results from the experimental

test programs presented in Section 4 of this report it is

apparent that the three lobe design (Model. 301) gave the best

performance. It proved itself superior to all other designs

tested in L/D capability, stability while gliding, and stability

during reefed descent. Therefore at this point in the research

program all other configurations were dropped from consideration

and an analysis of the characteristics and performance of

Model 301 was made. An analysis of the requirements of a drop

test vehicle with which to conduct the drop tests specified in

Reference 3 is also included in this section. The previously

mentioned analysis are presented in the following paragraphs.

5.2 DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 301 CANOPY CONSTRUCTION, AND

CANOPY PROFILE IN FLIGHT

As stated in the previous paragraphs, Model 301 evolved

as the configuration with the highest performance. A description

of its canopy configuration is as follows. Referring to

Figures 7, 8 and 9, it can be seen that the configuration

basically consists of three lobes. The side lobes are circular

in planform as is the rear half of the front lobe. The planform

of the forward half of the front lobe is obtained by laying out

a circle and then removing a triangular portion as shown in

the following sketch.
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Figure 7. Model 301 Flying Vertically in the Wind Tunnel
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Point At is then brought back to point A. This has

the affect of increasing the aspect ratio and putting in what

would be twist for a rigid wing. Thi' type of construction

results in an increasing angle of attack from the lobe

intersection points on the canopy leading edge to the centerline

of the canopy.

The leading edges of the three lobes are shaped through

the use of flexible ribs and the canopy surface is rolled under

to approximate the leading edge of a rigid airfoil. The

following sketches illustrate typical leading edge sections.

Figures 10 and 11 are cross sections of the leading edge of the

canopy when it is inflated. The cross sections are taken at a

rib and at a station midway between two ribs. Aerodynamic

forces shape the canopy leading edge as shown by these two

figures. At the rib station the leading edge conforms to the

shape of the rib; however at a station midway between two ribs

the rolled under portion of the leading edge is pushed up.
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CANOPY SURFACE

SUSPENSION LINE

Figure 10. Cross Section of Canopy's Leading Edge

CANOPY SURFACE

INTERMEDIATE
STATION

RIB STATION- I
--- SUSI: NiSION LINE

Figure 11. Cross Section of Canopy's Leading Edge
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Figure 11 compares the leading edge shape at this station to

the shape at a rib as shown by the dotted outline.

All suspension lines are equal length. At canopy

stations that have leading edge ribs, the length of the

suspension line is measured from the rear edge of the rolled

under leading edge surface. This also results in an effectively

higher canopy angle of attack at the lobe centerlines. The

rear portion of each side lobe is constructed in such a manner
that it can be extended above the nominal canopy skirt plane.

This is accomplished by cutting flaps into the rear edge of the

canopy.

The slots bctween the flaps and main canopy are then

closed by adding triangular gussets to seal the slot and provide

load continuity. Figure 9 shows also the rear portion of the

front lobe wfich forms an interior load carrying web and provides

the necessary internal canopy pressure distribution to support

the canopy leading edge at low angles of attack. Figures 33

and 34, Appendix I give construction details of 12-ft DW and

16-ft DW versions of the three lobe design.

5.3 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

5.3.1 Affect of Flap Extension on L/D Performmnce

Figure 12 shows the affect of flap extension on L/D.

There are three curves shown on Figure 12 corresponding to three

velocities. The shape of these three curves are similar though
shifted down and to the left as velocity increases. It should

be noted that the range of flap extension for each velocity is

limited to a rather narrow range. The range of flap extension

is governed by two limitations corresponding to a maximum and

a minimum flap extension. The maximum flap extension is limited

by leading edge deformation and finally by canopy deflation.

As the flaps are extended L/D increases until a point is reached
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when the leading begins to be pushed back. If flap extension

is continued, a point is reached where the internal pressure in

the canopy is reduced to such a degree that the front of the

canopy is pushed in and the canopy collapses. After the canopy

collapse a cyclic process of inflation and collapse occurs

until flap extension is reduced. This type of behavior was

characteristic of all the configurations tested during this

program. The apparent reason Model 301 can go to a lower angle

of attack and not collapse the leading edge is the combination

of the interior canopy web, which is the rear portion of the

front lobe, and the rolled under leading edge. As shown in

Figure 13, what probably happens is that the rear web causes

forward circulation inside the canopy which provides pressure

inside the leading edge sufficiently high to maintain the

inflated leading edge shape.

FRONT LOBE

SIDE LOBES

FLOW FIELD

Figure 13. Cross Section of Model 301 Showing Flow Field

The minimum flap extension limitation is a result of

instability of the canopy in pitch. At flap extensions beiow

the minimum for stability, the parachute begins to oscillate

in pitch. This behavior is also a characteristic of low-porosity,

conventional-parachute canopies. Tf the flaps are retracted
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sufficiently, Model 301 will assume a stable glide in the

reverse direction. A better understanding of what occurs when

the flaps are varied can be obtained from Figure 14. Figure 14

is a plot of CL vs CD for Model 301. As with Figure 12, three

curves corresponding to three test velocities are shown. The

three curves are similar in shape, shifting downward with

increasing velocity. The data presented in this figure is

representative of the portion of a CL Vs CD plot for a

conventional airfoil near its stall point. The dashed curve is

an extrapolation of what the 30-ft/sec curve would look like if

it were not for the previously mentioned limitations on the

angle of attack range of the canopy. This curve is presented

to impress upon the reader that the parachute is functioning

like an airfoil and to provide a basis for explaining its

behavior as the flaps are varied. If Model 301 were stable at

L/D = 0, this would correspond to a CL = 0 and CO = 1.0 as

shown by the dashed curve. Then, as the flaps were extended,

the trim point would move up the curve and to the left and then

back down the left side of the curve. This is equivalent to

an airfoil starting from stall at a 90-degree angle of attack

and reducing the angle of attack until the flow attaches to the

upper surface. The important points to be noted here are that

extending the flaps reduces both lift and drag and is equivalent
to reducing the canopy angle of attack, while retracting the

flaps increases lift, drafg, and canopy angle of attack. The

stall point, equivalent to the stall which occurs with an

airfoil, occurs at minimum flap extension.

5.3.2 Affect of Velocity on L/D Performance

As was noted in Section 3, velocity or more correctly

dynamic pressure (q) has a significant effect on the L/D

capability of gliding parachutes. The affect is clearly shown

by Figures 12 and 14. As can be seen from these figures there
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is a pronounced reduction in L/D maximum as velocity is

increased. An insight to what causes this decrease in performance

can be gained by analyzing Figures 15 and 16. These figures

are plots of CL versus flap extension and CD. versus flap

extension for the three velocities tested. As shown by Figure

15, there is a large reduction in CL, for a constant flap

setting, as velocity increases. Figure 16 shows a trend which

has the opposite affect on L/D. As velocity increases, there

is a slight reduction in drag. The result of these two trends

is that even though drag decreases with velocity the loss in

lift capability is much larger and a net loss in L/D capability

occurs. The reduction of drag with increasing velocity is not

unusual as this is a characteristic of most airfoils as Reynolds

Number is increased. However, the large reduction of lift

coefficient is in variance to what is usually experienced with

airfoils. A logical reason for this behavior can be obtained

if one takes into account the elasticity and flexibility

inherent in a nylon cloth canopy. Even if it is assumed that

the shape of the canopy pressure distribution remains constant

and that the canopy loads increase in proportion to q, the

elasticity of the canopy and suspension lines will allow the

canopy to distort. The canopy will deform the most in the areas

of highest loading and in doing so adjusts itself to a shape

whii is compatible with the air load distribution and the

stress distribution in the canopy material and suspension lines.

As a result, the canopy adjusts itself to a less efficient

airfoil shape. This canopy distortion would not necessarily

increase drag because the skin friction and suspension line drag

coefficients would remain the same or decrease as Reynolds

Number increased and the induced drag coefficient due to lift

would decrease. This is just the type of trend shown by Figure

16. The loss of lift and slight decrease in drag with increasing

q is also the reason for the smaller flap deflections needed to
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obtain L/D maximum as shown by Figure 12. Inspection of Figure

14 shows that L/D maximum occurs at approximately the same CL

but at succeedingly higher values of CD as velocity increases.

As shown by Figure 15, holding a constant CL as velocity

increases results in reducing the flap extension and therefore

causes the shift in L/D maximum to the left shown by Figure 12.

5.3.3 Affect on L/D of Rigging of Interior Web

In an attempt to find an optimum setting for the

interior canopy web in Model 301, a series of settings were run

while holding flap setting and q constant. The result of these

tests are presented in Figure 17. As can be seen from this

figure, the optimum setting occurred at zero extension. This

result becomes important when packing a parachute of this type

for deployment. Because all suspension lines are equal in

length, it is possible to pack the canopy as if it were a three-

parachute cluster with no loose lines or lines packed inside

the canopy.

5.3-4 Corrected Data for Perlormance Calculations

In order to determine the performance of Model '301 for

free flight conditions with an attached test vehicle it is

rjecessary to correct "the raw wind tunnel data (see Wigure 14 ).

These corrections are made to compensate for the affect, of the

parachute weight, line drag and vehicle drag. The c(orrection

to the wind tunnel data for parachute weight is necessary
because the wind tunnel tests were conducted with the parachute

flying vertically from the floor of the tunnel. This resulted

in the parachute having to lift its own weight and thus

introduced an error resulting in the indicated GL values being

low. A correction for line drag is necessary to compensate

for the fact that line lengths increase directly as the change

in D but the canopy area increases as the diameter ratio0

squared. Vehicle drag coefficient, based on canopy reference
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area, is added directly. The results of these corrections are

presented in Figures 18, 19 and 20. The curves presented

in these figures are CL versus CD for 16, 28 and 40-ft versions

of Model 301 attached to a test vehicle with a CDS of 4.5 ft
2

(based on vehicle frontal area).

The equations used to give corrected values of CL and

CD were as follows:

C C1 (wind tunnel test) + AC1 (due to weight of

the parachute).

AC - Weight of Parachute
Lq SW

CD = C. (Wind Tunnel Test) - ACD (Suspension lines on

301-12) + ACD (Suspension lines on 301 - DW ) + ACD (Test

Vehicle)

GDS (Suspension Lines)

AC, (Suspension lines) - S
SW

CDS (Test Vehicle)
AC0 (Test Vehicle) SW

D SW

The following values were used for CD corrections:

AG (Suspension Line (Test
_Model _D Drag) ACD Vehicle)

301-12 .0501 .011.0

301-16 .0498 .025

301-28 .0257 .007

301-40 .01975 .004

*NOTE: Number following 301 indicates canopy diameter.
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CL corrections were as follows:

Velocity &CL

30 fps .04

45 fps .02

60 fps .01

It should be noted that there has been no correction

applied to compensate for the increased Reynolds Number for
the larger canopies. There is not sufficient data available

on gliding parachutes to calculate the affect of changing
Reynolds Number but an increase in L/D can normally be expected

from an increase in Reynolds Number.

Based on the data presented in Figures 18, 19 and 20,

L/D maximum as a function a' velocity, and values of CL and C0
at L/1) maximum as a function of velocity were plotted. This
data is presented in Figures 21 and 22.

5.3.5 Reefed Drag Coefficients and Opening Shock Factors for
Model 301

In order to calculate opening shock factors with data

obtained from drop tests, it is necessary to have steady state

drag coefficients. Those drag coefficients were obtained during

the Ames Wind Tunnel Tests and are presented in Figure 23 as a

plot of C. versus percent reefing. Perceiob icefing for Model
301 is defined as the ratio of' the length of the reefing line

to the nominal skirt circumference for each individual lobe,

that is, percent refing length of reefing line for one lobe
circumference of one lobe.

If F is used to denote the maximur opening force, FC) 0

the drag force obtained at constant velocity and X is an

amplification factor denoting the relationship between maximum

opening force, (F ) and the constant drag force, (Fc) , then

F F
X 0 o0

F c  C q S
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This value for X is usually considered independent of

canopy loading for W/CDS values greater than 30. however, for

the drop tests conducted with -.-del 301, 'iCDS was less than

5.0 and as a result the X factors computed from this data must

be used judiciously when calculating opening loads ith higher

values of W/CDS. In order to calculate the X factor when

going from reefed to full open, it is necessary to have full

open steady state CD values. Because of the flight characteristics

of rfodel 301 which prevented obtaining CD values at 90 degree

canopy angles of attack it is necessary to assume a steady

state CD value. Table 8 gives the results based on the previous

discussion.

5.4 L/D PERFOFIANCE

5.4.1 Performance Equations and Parameters for Gliding Flighrt

The equation which gives the relationship between total

velocity (VT) , system weight (W) , lift to drag ratio (L/I)) ,

drag coefficient (C.D), canopy area (S), and density (p) is

given by the equation.

'sin (cot-1 L/D) ]1/2
This equation can also be vrritten in term of the lil't

coefficient (CL ) and in this forrm is

T C L S p/2

The relationships between total velocity (V), ver-tieal

velocity (VV) and horizontal velocity (Vp) are

VV VIP sin (cot -1 L/D)

and

VI VT 9Cos (cot - I L/1))
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As can be seen from Figures 15, 16, 18, 19, and 20,

CL and CD are functions of velocity and flap setting. Therefore,

in order to calculate performance as a function of weight, for

a given size parachute, it is necessary to select a condition

such as maximum L/D and plot values of CL and CD as a function

of velocity for this condition. Using these plots it is

possible to compute W as a function of VT' The results of these

computations can be plotted as W versus VT, Vv, and VH. These

plots allow the determination of weight necessary to give a

desired descent velocity.

5.4.2 Performance of Model 301 at L/D Max

The performance characteristics of Models 301-16, 301-28

and 301-40 (DW = 16-ft, 28-ft and 40-ft versions of Model 301)

are presented in the following paragraphs for the maximum L/D

condition.

Figures 21 and 22 are plots of L/ max and CL versus
CD, corresponding to L/D max. They are plotted as a function

of VT for three values of n. (16-ft, 28-ft, and 40-ft). By

making use of these plots and the equations from Paragraph

5.4.1, the results plotted in Figures 24, 25 arid 26 were

obtained. These figures give W as a function of VT, VV and VH

for' Models 301-16, 301-28 and 301-40. It should be remembered

that the results shown by these plots include the effect of

test vehicle drag. Using the re'ults shown in Figures 24, 25

and 26, the necessary weights for- descent velocities of 8, 15,

22 and 30 ft/sec and C)W 16, 28 and 40 are presented in the

following table.
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TABLE 9

WEIGHTS FOR DESCENT VELOCITIES

Descent Weights (ibs)

Rate of Descent 16 Ft D 2 F
Ft/Sec W 8FtDW 4FtD W

8 100 375 750

15 275 925 190o

22 500 1650 3450

30 845 2825 5925

h = sea level

The descent velocities shown in the previous table

correspond to the velocities specified in Northrop Ventura

Report No. 2689 (Reference 3), that is, rates of descent

specified are vertical rates while gliding at L/1) max.

5.5 STEERING CONTROL IEQUIREMENTS

The utilization of the glide capability of the Steerable

Parachute system requires a means of controlling the flight

characteristics of the system to permit changing the glide angle

and execute steering maneuver. Control ot" the glide angle and

stoering is acformplished by extending or retracting the control

flaps, that is, by ajusting the position of the flaps in

relation to the main portion of the parachute canopy.

Steering or turning maneuvers can be accomplished by

asymmetricall.y adjusting the control flaps so as to produce a

turning or steering moment (N) which will cause the parachute

and vehicle to turn about its vertical or yaw axis.

The results of the Ames Research Center wind tunnel

tests and infQrmation from the truck tow test series were used

to augment material from previous programs to provide data for

analysis of the control and guidance subsystem requirements.
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Analysis of the results of differentially operating

the glide control flaps provide a basis for obtaining estimated

turning moments. Using the following assumptions and equations,

values of turning torque as a function of differential flap

extension were computed.

(1) L/D data obtained for the 12-ft D models was

considered applicable to larger models. Experience indicates

this to be a conservative assumption.

(2) Steering or turning moments were considered to be

a result of a difference in the horizontal component of drag

caused by variations in flap extension.

(3) The difference in horizontal components of drag

were assumed to act on the parachute through a moment arm

measured from the centerline of the parachute to the midpoint

of the flap.

The turning torque (N) is given by the equation

N rAD4

where D H  horizontal drag component

AD change in drag due to change in flap
setting

&DH - AD sin

SAc D S q sin p{

r effective radius through which AD} acts

The change in drag coefficient (ACD) for a change in

flap setting is obtained from Figure 16. The velocity for a

given descent weight is computed by the methods of Paragraph

5.4.1.

The results of calculations using the preceding

methods are plotted in Figure 27 for a 16-ft parachute and in
Figure 28 for a 40-ft parachute,
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If the assumptions are made that the rate of turn is

equal to the rate of yaw and that the yawing parachute system

is restrained only by inertial and viscous retarding moments,

then the equation for the rate of turn (i) is

B le)

N = yawing moment

B = damping factor

t = time

J = moment of inertia

In order to check the order of magnitude of the turning

response that could be expected with Model 301, the same two

cases for which yawing moments were previously calculated were

investigated.

Because of the lack of data available to exactly

calculate the unknowns in the previous equation it is necessary

to use approximations to obtain values for B and J.,

Values for B were obtained by extrapolating data

contained in Refexrence 4. The moments of inertia were calculated

by using the mass distribution of the proposed drop test vehicle

and by making an educated guess at the contribution due to the

mass of the canopy and its included air mass. The assumption

was also made that the vehicle and canopy act as a rigid unit.

The nuibers used are

B r21. l for the 16-ft 500-lb system.

B = 856.7 lb ft sec for the 40-ft 3450-lb system.radian

J = 38.8 slug ft2 for the 16-ft 500-lb system.

J " 669.6 slug ft2 for the 40-ft 3450-lb system.
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Using the preceding numbers and data from Figures 27

and 28, the results presented in Figure 29 and 30 were

calculated. Drop tests conducted by Northrop Ventura during

an in-house program with a 16-ft version of Model 301 have

shown that the results shown in Figure 29 are of the right

order of magnitude.

5.6 DROP TEST VEHICLE CONTROL REQUIREMENTS

The requirements of the control system of the drop

test vehicle are that the vehicle be able to provide the

necessary flap deflections to the parachute for all anticipated

flight conditions. Table 9 tabulates the anticipated drop

conditions. The modes of flap deflections required are

differential for turn control and collective for glide conbrol.

In order to provide as versatile a control system as possible,

the two control modes should be operable simultaneously and

independently. The control system should be so designed as to

prevent steering and glide control flap deflections from adding

to values that exceed maximum deflections.

5.6.1 Turn Control

The maximum differential flap travel requirement is set

by the flap travel needed to test the 40-ft parachute. As a

reasonable requirement, it was assumed that full differential

control should be available at neutral collective flaps.

Sufficient differential flap travel should be available to

extend the flap on the outside of the turn to the point wherp

the side lobe on the outside of the turn begins to collapse.

Figure 12 shows the limits for collective flap extension. For

test vehicle design purposes, it was felt that differential

flap travel sufficient to extend one flap to tht maximum for

collective flap extension (see Figure 12) would be adequate.

A maximum parachute diameter of 40-ft and a velocity of 30 fps

gives the requirement of ± 3.6-ft per flap.
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In order to determine flap riser loads, data from

Figure 69 was used. A negative deflection of 3.6 ft for one

flap is the maximum deflection and highest load condition. A

positive deflection (see Figure 69) of EF of .09 gives a value
DWAF F

of AFF of approximately .09 for one flap. Assuming that the

flap being retracted will experience the same change in loading

as the flap being extended, the maximum flap loading will be

.09 qSW or 530 lbs for a 40-ft parachute at 60 ft/sec. With

the flaps cross-connected to balance out loads, a differential

load of 1060 lbs results. It is the authors opinion that a

flap rate of travel of 0.5 ft/sec will provide sufficient

response time to adequately conduct drop tests.

5.6.2 Glide Ratio Control

The glide ratio or glide path angle can be varied by

collectively varying the extension of the control flaps in

relation to the main canopy as detailed in Paragraph 5.3.1.

At least three different methods are possible for

accomplishing this adjustment. These are shown in Figure 31

and described as foliows-

(1) Differentially extend the main canopy and retract
the collective control flaps, or vice versa,
travel distices being raticod inversely to loads
to minimize power requirements.

(2) Extend or retract main canopy. Extension of the
main canopy will result in a relative decrease
in control flap extension.

(3) Extend or retract control flaps collectively to
directly vary EF .

While methods B and C require the simplest mechanical

configurations, response times may be marginal for full travel

actuations for the 40-ft systems due to power requirements

caused by unbalanced line loads.
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Method A minimizes these loads, permitting fast

actuation at reasonable power inputs by balancing the main

canopy load against the control flap loads as schematically

shown in Figure 31. This method is therefore contemplated

for the Phase II steerable parachute control system.

A collective flap deflection (See Figure 12) of !F = .09
DW

is sufficient for positive extension. In order to conduct tests

to determine parachute performance at L/D values near zero, it

is desirable to have a negative flhp capability of EF/DW = .09.

Using the assumptions of Paragraph 5.6.1 to obtain flap loads

results in a total FF/qSW of approximately .23 for fully

retracted flap. For a 40 ft parachute at 60 ft/sec this

results in a load of 1350 lbs per flap. These loads are based

on the assumption that the flap loads increase linearly for

negative flap deflections and as such the preceding load may

be high. It is the authors' opinion that a flap travol rate of

1 ft/sec will provide adequate glide control.

5.7 GUIDANCE REQUIREMENTS

The results of the study of the steerable parachute

control response characteriotics described in previous sections

of this report indicate that a system landing requirement of

200-ft impact radius accuracy from deploymeit a]titudes of
5,000 to 15,000 ft can be met through the use of a reasonably

proficient operator at a ground control station so situated as

to provide adequate visual observation of the parachute and the

landing site for the duration of the parachute flight.
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SECTION 6

CONCLUSIONS

It may be concluded from the research efforts reported

herein that only one configuration of the steerable parachutes

investigated has demonstrated the capability of meeting the

primary objective of tis program; that is, a lift-to-drag ratio

of 2:1 (L/D = 2.0). in addition, this configuration (Model 301)

has exhibited superior aerodynamic characteristics in stability,

deployment behavior, and turn-rate capability. Although adequate

data is not available at small lift-to-drag values, Model 301 has

indicated the best potential of achieving a vertical or near

vertical descent with moderate stability as well as maximum glide

with excellent stability.

The results of the tests conducted under this research

program have clearly shown the direction to be taken in the

design of a steerable parachute descent system. Sufficient data

from tests of Model 301 have been obtained for use as design

criteria in establishing the requirements of mechanical components

and assembly of the guidance and control system for use in svbse-

quent phases of' the program. Model 301 may be controlled in

glide and steering by extension and retraction of the two control

flaps and therefore lends itself to a simple control mechanism

with a minimum of control functions and actuating forces.

The exploratory tests have also affirmed the following

phenomenon of gliding parachutes:
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(1) Maximum lift to drag ratio decreases with an increase

in total velocity. It is felt that canopy distortion at higher

dynamic pressure is responsible for this change.

(2) Reefed opening shock factors are not appreciably

increased with the use of low permeability canopy materials and

no unusual deployment problems are in evidence.

(3) Vertical velocities while gliding in the range of

maximum lift-to-drag ratio, are reduced to approximately one-half

Lhe velocity expected while descending vertically.
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SECTION 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a general direction in conducting the subsequent

phases of this research program, Northrop Ventura makes the

following recommendations:

(1) Model 301 alone be used for all further investigations.

Three sizes, 16-ft D , 28-ft Dw, and 40-ft D of this model should

be designed and fabricated for further evaluation.

(2) One model of each size should be fabricated from a

stronger, low permeability cloth. This recommendation is made to

evaluatp material strength, and therefore canopy deformation as

a cause of lower lift-to-drag ratios at high dynamic pressures.

Selection of canopy material should be contingent on the parachute

structural analysis being conducted in Phase II.

(3) Initial free-flight tests of the steerable parachute,

deployed at velocities of 150 knots, should be made with a

rudimentary, bomb-type vehicles. All tests made with the control

system test vehicle may then be made from a C-130 drop aircraft

at a maximum deployment velocity of' 110 knots.

(4) At least one successful free-flight test should be

made in Phase III with each of the three sizes of canopies at

four vertical velocities (8, 15, 22, and 30 ft/sec) to determine

the adequacy of the test equipment and instrumentation and to

establish basic performance characteristics.
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(5) At least two successful free flight tests should be

made in Phase IV with each size canopy and at each of four

velocities to determine complete system functional and operational

data and investigate landing techniques.

(6) At least two successful flight tests in Phase IV for

each size canopy with a bomb ballasted to give a vertical velocity

of 30 ft/sec. Deployment to be made at 150 and 225 knots. These

drops to be made to obtain information on deployment and inflation

at high q.
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APPENDIX I

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS TESTED

.1 i GENERAL

Contained in this section are descriptions, and drawings

of the models tested during Phase I.

1.2 SMALL MODELS

Table 10 is a summary of the configurations tested

during the 3-ft D model tests. Contained in this table are the0

model identification numbers and a brief description of the

type and origin of the canopy design. Table 11 lists the

cluster configurations tested. Sketches of the models are

presented in Figure 32.

1.3 LARGE MODELS

Figures 33 to 38 are construction drawings of the 12-

and 16-ft diameter models designed for this research program.

These models were 301, 301A, 302, 303, 304, 402 and 301-16. For

details on the models from the Aerosail test program which were

tested during this program, refer to Ref. (1).
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TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF CONFIGURATIONS TESTED

Model No. Model Description

201 Basic University of Minnesota
Gliding Parachute

202 University of Minnesota
Gliding Parachute with two flaps added to rear
of canopy

203 University of Minnesota
Gliding Parachute Configuration as forward half
of canopy and N. V. Aerosail configuration as
rear half of canopy

204 Basic N. V. Aerosail with extended leading edge
(Aerqsail Model 101)

205 Basic N. V. Aerosail with extended leading edge
(Aerosail Model 101) with addition of two
longitudinal ribs in aft portion of canopy

206 Square Parachute Design with side flaps to
provide directional control

207 A single parachute designed to incorporate best
glide features of a three parachute cluster

208 First variation of Model 207

209 Second variation of Model 207

210 N. V. Aerosail with modified leading edge gussets
(Ist modification)

211 N. V. Aerosail with modified leading edge gussets
(2nd modification)

212 N. V. Aerosail with extended leading edge and
with addition of flap on forward edge of canopy

213 Triangular pattern of six N. V. basic Aerosail
parachutes with aft three canopies pushing
forward three canopies

214 Circular solid flat canopy with two stiffening
booms arranged in a 'IV" configuration with the
point at the leading edge

215 N. V. basic Aerosail employing a pneumatically
stiffened leading edge

216 Modification of 209. Leading edge of rear side
lobes have gussets

217 Modification of Model 209. Leading edge is
rolled under on all three lobes. Front lobe
shortened longitudinally.

218 Circular flat canopy with lines attached to the
interior of the canopy

219 Circular flat canopy with a forward pockeL and
longitudinal rib.
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TABLE 11
CLUSTER CONFIGURATIONS

Cluster No. Configuration

1 3 "Model 204's

2 1 Model 101 loading

2 Model 204's following

3 1 Model 215 leading

2 Model 204's following
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TOP SIDE

MODEL NO. 201

TOP 
SIDE

MODEL NO. 202

TOP SIDE

MODEL NO. 203

Figure 32. Sketches of Models 201, 202 & 203 Tested
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TOP REAR

MODELS NO. 204, 210, & 211

O~MODEL NO.2Z05

7FRONT 

SIDE

MODEL NO. 206

Figure 32a. Sketches of Models 204, 205, 206, 210 & 211 Tested
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D 
TOP 

REAR

MODELS NO. 207 & 2078r

MODEL NO. Z09\

TOP FRONT

MODEL NO, 2 1Z

Figure 32b. Sketches of Models Z07, 208, 209 & 212 Tested



TOP REAR

MODEL NO. 213

TOP S ID E

- MODEL NO. 214//

TOP FRONT

Figure 32c. Sketches of Models Z13, 214 & Z15 Tested
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TOP REAR

MODEL NO. 2Z16

TOP REAR

MODEL NO. ZI17

Figure 32d. Sketches of Models 216 & 217 Tested
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TOP REAR

MODEL NO. 218

REAR

/-'

MODEL NO. 2 19

Figure 3Ze. Sketches of Models 218 & 219 Tested
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APPENDIX II

WIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM FOR THE
SMALL MODEL TESTS

1.1 TEST PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The main objec4ves were to investigate the L/D

capability of gliding parachute configurations which had been

selected on the basis of the previous data analysis. This

program provided the information which resulted in the selection

of models to be tested at Ames.

1.2 DATA OBTAINED DURING THE TEST PROGRAM

The following observations were made for each

configuration tested, with the model flying free:

(1) L/D as a function of flap setting or rigged angle
of attack.

(2) Total resultant force exerted by the model. (This
information in conjunction with the L/D of the
model can be converted to CL and CD.)

(3) Observation and photographs of the canopy condition,
that is, leading edge cave in, flutter, etc.

(4) Observation of the stability of the models about
the three stability axis, that is, pitch, roll,

and yaw.

(5) After the L/D survey was completed, a series of
tests were conducted to determine the pitch
stability of selected models.
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1.3 TEST SPECIMENS

Tables 10 and 11 present a list of models tested and

the origin of the designs. Figure 32 shows sketches of the

models described in Table 10. All models tested were

approximately 3-ft Do and were constructed of .75 oz low

porosity nylon sail cloth. Suspension lines were 30-lb, hot-

stretched dacron. All Suspension Lines terminated in from 4 to

7 groups which were attached to snaps to facilitate attachment

to the wind tunnel model support.

1.4 TEST PLAN

1.4.1 Test Site

Tests were conducted 9 September 1963 to 13 September

1963 ana the 2nd and 3rd of October 1963 dL Lhe VeruLiual Wind

Tunnel, AFFDL, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio,

1.4.2 Test Rigging

Figure 39 shows the model attachment apparatus which

was installed in the tunnel. The installation of this apparatus

was made by AFFDL personnel. All models were pro-rigged before

attaching to the model attachment and any change in model

rigging required the model to be removed from the wind tunnel.

1.4.3 Instrumentation

The L/D readout system and total force links were

furnished by Northrop Ventura as part of the model attachment

apparatus. A readout and recording system to read and record

the forces measured by the force link was furnished by AFFDL.

Photographic coverage, both motion picture and still photographs,

was furnished by AFFDL. Placement of cameras and types of shots

desired were arranged at the test site. For the second phase

of this program, which was the determination of the static
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pitch stability, AFFDL provided a sting balance and the necessary

readout and recording instrumentation to obtain pitching moment.

The tests were conducted by AFFDL personnel.

1.4.4 Test Procedure

P.'ior to initiating tests both the L/D readout system

and the force link were calibrated. Calibration of the L/D

readout system consisted of positioning the protractor so that

when a force parallel to the centerline of the tunnel was

applied to the parachute attachment bar, the pointer on this

bar indicated zero.

Calibration of the force link consisted of loading the

force link and recording the output with a strain gage readout

and recording system.

During the test run, the glide angle was read visually

and also the protractor was photographed Lo provide an accurate

angle measurement. Changes in flap settings were made by

providing different length changeable links between the attachment

clips and the attachment bar. Resultant force was measured by

means of the force link and the attendant recording apparatus.

1.5 DATA SUMMARY

Table 12 and Figures 40 and 41 give a summary of the

data obtained from the two series of tests conducted with the

models at Wright Field. For- the models which do not list values

of L/D or force coefficients, data was not available because of

instrumentation failure or the model was too unstable to get

meaningful data.

The data shown in Figure 40 are summary plots of L/D

vs flap extension. As can be seen by comparing the two sets of

curves the three lobe type of configuration (such as Model 217)

achieved consistently higher values of L/D as compared to the
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performance of the single canopies (such as Model 204). This

was true even in the case of Model 215 which had inflated tubes

to stiffen the leading edge of the canopy.

Figure 41 gives the results of tests to determine

stability in pitch of Models 209 and 202. It should be noted

that CM is plotted vs strut angle. In order to measure pitching

moment, the model is attached at the crown of the canopy and the

confluence point of the suspension lines to a strut. The

moment is measured at the base of the strut as the strut is

deflected in pitch, forcing the model to fly at an attitude

other than one which gives zero moment. Using this measured

moment, CM is computed as a function of strut angle. CM is not
obtained as a function of absolute glide angle because the exact

location of the center of' pressure of the parachute is not

known. Therefore, it is necessary to refer to Figure 40 to

determine the glide angle corresponding to the flap settings

shown on Figure 1. The major result shown by Figure 41 is
that Model 209 (which is the basic three-lobe design) is stable

over the flap travel range.

1.5.1 First Series of Small Model Tests

As shown in Table 12, the highest L/D obtained with a

non-stiffened model was 1.57. Model 209 which gave this result

is one of a series of three models designed to duplicate the

design features of a three chute cluster in a single chute.
This model also was the most stable and had the best canopy
inflation. Of the other non-stiffened models, "o.e 2'2 and

Model 203 had L/D max values of 1.4 and 1.375 respectively.

Model 204, which is a scale model of the design which

had an L/D max of 1.54 in the Aerosail test program at Ames,

had an L/D max of 1.28 and was moderately unstable. Model 211,

which is a variation of Model 204 with a modified leading edge,

achieved an L/D max of 1.26 and when the rear center gore was

pulled in was quite stable.
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Two models which had canopy stiffening were tested.

These were Models 214 and 215. Model 214 was a circular flat

chute with two booms arranged in a V as stiffeners. It attained

an L/D max of 1.65 and appeared capable of doing better if the

rigging could be optimized. Model 215 has inflated tubes in

the forward portion of the canopy. This model held its shape

quite well, was very stable, and attained an L/D max of 1.43.

Three cluster configurations also were tested and the

results of these tests are given in Table 12.

1.5.2 Second Series of Small Model Tests

Based on the results obtained from the small models

tested at Wright Field during the first test program, four

additional models were designed and tested. Of the four models

tested during this phase of the test program, Model 2]7 gave

the best results. It achieved an L/D value of 1.67 and had

excellent stability about all three stability axis. Model 216,

which was a mnd ifid version of Model 209, also gave excellent

results. Model 218 was an attempt to get a favorable gliding

configuration by distorting the canopy to the desired shape by

pulling lines attached to the interior of the canopy. With the

line arrangement used an L/D of about 1.41 was obtained.

From observations of Model 218 in the wind tunnel, it

was felt that the line arrangement used on this model was far

from optimum. It was thought that this design would be simpler

to construct and deploy for a full scale canopy and that this

type of design warranted further investigation.

Model 219 was also a design with which an attempt was

made to simplify the canopy configuration. Internal webs were

used to get a forward pocket and to suppor's Lhe rear portion of

the canopy. This model had poor performance characteristics,

both L/D capability and stability.
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1.6 MAJOR TEST RESULTS

The following comments summarize the major results of

the small model tests.

(1) The highest value of ID (1.67 at 47 fps and 1.73

at about 30 fps) was obtained with Model 217. This model also

displayed the best"stability of any of the designs tested.

(2) Lack of stability, especially about the yaw axis

was a characteristic of all the designs tested with the

exception of Models 209, 215, 216, and 217 and to a lesser

degree, Models 201 and 202.

(3) The rolled under leading edge, such as used on

Model 217, resulted in an inflated leading edge which was stable

at values of L/D of 1.73. The leading edge on Model 217 was

stable to the extent that the canopy can be pulled over and

forced to fly at lower angles of attack without collapsing.

(4) Trailing edge flutter which was noticed on models

which had flaps with open sides was not evident on Models 216

and 217. These models had seals from the edge of the flaps to

the canopy.

(5) The three lobe designs such as Models 209, 216,

and 217 showed very good stability about all axis. These models

approximate wings with sweepback and an aspect ratio of about

1.9.

(6) Model 217 was flown with tufts on the upper surface

of the canopy. The tufts showed attached flow over the forward

portion of the canopy. This is the type of flow pattern shown

by wings.

(7) An exact scale model of a parachute which attained

an L/D of 1.54 in the Ames Aerosail tests (Model 204) achieved

an L/D of 1.28 in the Wright Field Tests.
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I,

(8) The tunnel velocity inadvertently used for these

tests was 47 fps rather than the desired 30 fps. Previous

test results have shown a decrease in L/D with increasing

velocity. Therefore, it can be assumed that the L/D values

obtained during this test program are lower than can be obtained

at 30 fps which has been the maximum design velocity for this

program. One data point with a velocity in the order of 30 to

35 fps was obtained with Model 217 and gave an L/D of 1.73.

Also, a data point was taken at V = 94 fps and gave an L/D of

about 1.55.
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APPENDIX III

TRUCK TOW TESTS

1.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

During the tow truck test program, conductd January 4,

27th, and 28th, 1964, Podels 3O1A, 302, 303, 304, i402, and 101

were tested. The data obtained during the three days of testing

consisted of indicated glide angle and control riser forces.

Tihe glide angle was obtained by visually reading the indicated

angle from a protractor and the control riser forces were

measured with strain gage force links and recorded by a light

bear oscillograph. A complete description of the tow test rig,

instrumentation and test procedures is given in Paragraph 1.2.

The data obtained during the test program is presented

in Figures 42 to 63. The L/D data showm on these plots exhibits

a good deal of scatter. There are two reasons for this scatter:

(1) due to surface irregularities of the runway used, the L/D

indicator oscillated ± 2 to 3 degrees which made it necessary

to visually estimate the extent of the uscillation, therefore,

the L/D value is dependent on the accuracy of this visual

estimation (2) the airspeed indicator could not be read visually

during the test runs; this made it necessary to use the truck

speedometer to determine ground speed which was corrected by

estimating rind velocity. This, in turn, led to a variation in

dynamic pressure, which affected the consistency of the L/D

performance of the parachute being tested.
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Figure 62. Control Mechanism Mounted on Boom
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Figure 63. Instrumnentation on the Truck
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1.2 TOW TRUCK TEST PROCEDURE AND SET-UP

1.2.1 Test Set-Up

The test set-up used for the two truck tests consisted

of a 20-ft boom with a control mechanism mounted at the end of

the boom, caitilevered out to the side from the bed of a truck.

Figure 61 is a photo showing the truck and boom with a parachute

flying from it. The control mechanism had four remotely

controllable winches to control flap deflections and vary

parachute rigging.

These four controls were equipped with potentiometers

for the purpose of recording control cable positions. The

complete control mechanism was mounted in bearings on a shaft on

the end of the boom. The positioning of the control mechanism

due to forces applied to it by the parachute was used to

dctcrmine the glide angle of the n-rmnhiite. A protractor was

attached to the end of the boom and a pointer was attached to
the control mechanism, after proper positioning of the pointer

with respect to the protractor and counter-balancing of Lhe

control mechanism, glide angle could be read directly. Strain

gage force links were used botween the cable ends and the

control risers to obtain control line forces. An anemometer

was used to obtain air speed. Airspeed, control line loads and

control line positions were recorded with a light beam

oscillograph. Power for the recorder and control motors was

provided by storage batteries through a regulated power supply.

Figures 62 and 63 show photos of the control mechanism on the

boom and the instrumentation on the truck.

1.2.2 Test Procedure

Test procedure was to aLtach the parachute to the

control mechanism and spread the parachute out on the ground

behind the truck. The truck was then brought up to speed and
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the desired range of control settings run. Since there was no

provision made to read airspeed during the test run, the truck

speedometer was used to determine ground speed and an estimated.

correction made for wind. Also, it was not possible to read

control line position while in motion and this made it necessary

to estimate control settings. As much as possible, all runs

were made directly into or with the wind. Because of the yaw

instability of some of the models, tag lines were attached to

all the models tested and manually manipulated as necessary to

control the model. These lines from the canopy to the truck

bed, are the ones seen in the photos of the models in flight.

1.3 PERFORMANCE OF TOW TRUCK TEST RIG

The performance of the test rig was in general

satisfactory. The data provided by the test rig used provided

data which was in general, substantiated by later tests at the

Ames Wind Tunnel. There were. hnwever, due to lack of tim in

which to set-up, deficiencies in the test rig which introduced

the large amount of scatter in the L/D values obtained. These

deficiencies were: (1) lack of ability to accurately read

airspeed during the test run; (2) the need to visually read the

indicated glide angle and manually record it; (3) oscillabions

of the control mechanism, which made it di.Vficult to determine

L/D accurately; (4) no provision to read flap position while

the truck was in motion. These deficiencies could be corrected

by: (i) the addition of a direct reading .airspeed indicator

which can be read in the cab of the truck; (2) the addition of

a systan to record indicated glide angle; (3) damping the control
mechanism to reduce the affect of ground surface irregularities;

(4) adding a utrect readout system for flap control line

position. One additional factor which had an affect on the data

obtained from the tow tests was the counter balancing of' the
control mechanism. The short moment arm, through which forces
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from the parachute act to align the control mechanism with the

resultant line of force of the parachute, makes the indicated

L/D given by the system sensitive to any unbalance due to off

center weight distribution. This factor showed up as a change

in indicated performance for Model 301A, as indicated when the

results of the data obtained from a check run made later in the

test program.

1.4 RESULTS OF TRUCK TOW TESTS

Figures 42 to 48 present the gliding performance of the

configurations tested. These figures give L/D as a function of

flap extension and in some cases the rigging of groups of lines

attached to the interior of the canopy. Figures 49 to 55 give
control line forces, in coefficient form, as a function of

control line extension.

1.4.1 Model 301A

Data for Model 301A is presented in Figures 42, 43, 49,

and 50. Figure 42 is a plot of L/D vs flap extension. There

are two sets of data points and one curve presented on this

plot. The data points are for the data obtained during the

first day of testing-and are for two different riggings of the

group of lines which attach to the rear portion of the front

lobe of the parachute. The upper curve is based on the results

obtained during a check run made late in the final day of

testing. Unfortunately, lack of time made it impossible to

rerun the complete range of flap extensions. The curve

presented, which is based on the one data point taken by

manually measuring the flap extension at the end of the run, is

indicative of the performance of Model 301A rather than the

lower data.

After the first day of testing, corrections in the

counter-balancing of the indicator assembly were made which

resulted in more accurate indicated L/D values and, therefore,
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the curve should be considered as being representative of the

parachute perfui-mance. Figure 1D3 gives the affect of changing

the rigging of the parachute by pulling down the interior

canopy lines while holding a constant flap settiig. As can be

seen from Figure 43, the most effective rigging is at a EGO/DW

of about -.01. Figures 49 and 50 give the control line forces

as a function of line extension. This parachute showed the

best combination of performance and stability of the models

tested. Figure 56 is a photo of Model 301A flying from the

test rig.

1.4.2 Model 302

Figures 44 and 51 give the L/D performance and force

data obtained from Model 302. Model 302 was seG up with groups

of internal lines which could be adjusted. During the tesb run,

the internal lines were sot at what appeared to be an optimum

setting and a range of flap settings run, A second test run

was made with the group of interior lines attached to the crown

of the canopy very close to zero extension (see Figure 44).

The stability of Model 302 was fair. Tag lines attached to the

skirl of the canopy were necessary to maintain stable flight.

Figure 57 is a photo of Model 302 flying from the test rig.

1.4.3 Model ,03

Figures 45 and 52 give the L/D performance and force

data obtained from Model 303. Model 303 is the UniversitV ol

Minnesota design modified by the addition of flaps. This model.

was the most stable design tested during the tow truck test

series.

1.4.4 Model 304

Figures 46 and 53 give the results for Model 304. Model

304 is rigged with the flaps connected to interior canopy lines

which reduces the forces required to actuate the flaps when the

parachute is operating near its maximum L/D capability. This
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parachute was rigged to obtain maximum L/D at flap riser settings

near zero. As a result of this rigging, flap riser loads are

low as can be seen in Figure 53.

1.4.5 Model 402

Figures 47 and 54 give the results for Model 402.

Model 402 is identical to Model 302, with the exception that

D for Model 402 is 16 feet. Model 402 showed an increase inO

L/D performance as shown by a L/D max of 1.72 for Model 402 as

compared to an L/D max of 1.485 for, Model 302. As with Model

302, two different arrangements of interior lines was used.

This model was extremely stable and-did not require guidance

from the tag lines to control oscillations in yaw. Figure 59

is a photo of Model 402 flying from the test rig.

1.4.6 Model 101

Figures 48 and 55 give the data for Model 101. This

model was the same model tested in the Aerosail test program.

The best results which could be obtained from this model on the

tow test rig was L/D = 1.19, which is much lower than the

performance reported for this model in the Ames Wind Tunnel.

Figure 60 is a photo of Model 101 flying from the test rig.

1.5 OBSERVATIONS

Based on the results of the truck tow tests, the

following observations were made:

(1) Model 301A gave the best I/D performance and

excellent yaw stability. Therefore, this model has the best

chance of achieving an L/D of 2.0.

(2) A definite improvement in maximum L/D performance

was noted between Model 302 and Model 402 which seems to

indicate an increase of L/D capability with increasing size for

a given design.
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(3) Either Model 101 has deteriorated, with a resultant

loss in L/D capability, since the Aerosail Wind Tunnel tests,

or the wind tunnel data is in error.

(4) None of the models tested appear to have the

potential of matching the performance of the three lobe type

of design.

(5) Relatively small flap riser extensions are

necessary to achieve maximum L/D performance. This results in

low control line extension capability being required to operate

the parachute.
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APPENDIX IV

AMES WIND TUNNEL TESTS

1.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION

The data presited in this section is data from the

Wind Tunnel Tests conducted at the Ames Research Facility -

February 6th to February 10th, 1964 and February 17th to

February 18th, 1964. Because of difficulties encountered with

the wind tunnel instrumentation during the first series of

tests conducted February 6th to Ye ruary ,CLO-, the validir '

the data obtained during these tests was questioned. Therefore,

a second series of tests was conducted February 17th and 1Sth.

The question of the validity of the data obtained during the

first series of tests was brought up because of the low values

of L/D obtained with Model 101. Model 101 in the Aerosail

Wind Tunnel test program reached an L/D of 1.76 while the

highest value that could be obtained in the current test program

was an L/D of about 1.3. Checks of the wdnd tunnel

instrumentation by Ames personnel showed that the strain gage

balancos and associated electronics, used as the primary system

for measuring L/D, were giving unreliable data. As a result

of this, it was necessary to depend on the back-up system to

get data. The back-u system was a mechanical scale system.

During the first part of the February 6th to February 10th

tests, data was not taken with the scale system, and, therefore,

the results of these tests were lost. Because of the incomplete
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data coverage obtained during the first series of tests, a

second series of tests was necessary. The purpose of the second

series of tests was to rerun the tests from which erroneous data

were obtained. Also, during the second test series, many of

the models tested during the Aerosail Wind Tunnel Test Program

were retested. Figures 64 to 86 present data obtained during

the complete test program.

During the first series of tests, the models were

flown horizontally from a vertical strut. Because this method

of testing required the model to support its weight in a

direction perpendicular to the direction of the lift vector, it

was felt that the performance of the models may have been

degraded.

Therefore, during the second series of test8, the

models were flown vertically from a strut mounted on the floor

of the tunnel. Although the parachute has to support its
weight whenl flying Vert..... co " the floor of the tunnel,

this flight condition approximates free flight conditions better

than flying horizontally.

The remote control mechanism and strain links were the

same as used for the tow truck tests and are described in

Appendix III. The same type of instrumentation as used for the

truck tests was also used to record control riser positions and

forces. For the tests with the models flying horizontally,

the control mechanism was mounted on a vertical strut. For the

tests with the models flying vertically, the control mechanism

was mounted on a short strut attached to the mechanical balance

system. Figure 84 is a photo showing the set-up for vertical

flight and Figure 85 shows the horizontal flight set-up.
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Figure 84. Model 302 Flying Vertically in the Wind Tunnel
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1.2 DATA PRESENTATION

The following paragraphs present the data obtained

during the Ames Wind Tunnel Tests. The presentation is broken

down by model number. For, the models from the Aerosail test

program, which were retested, corrected values of L/D max as

well as the data obtained during this test program are given.
The corrected values were obtained by using mechanical scale

data that was taken during the Aerosail test program. It

should be noted that for runs 1 to 3'1. the models were flown

horizontally and for runs 35 to 43 the models were flown

vertically.

1.2.3. Models 301 and 30]A

The following is a discussion of the Model 301 and
Model 301A data piesented in this appendix. Data for both
models are presented under one heading because of the similarity

of the two configurations. Model 301A is identical to Mode,
301 except for a fairing over the rear center portion of the

Model 301A canopy. Figure 64 in a plot of L/D vorsus flap
extension for Model 301. Data for velocities of 30, 45, and 60
fps are shown. Figure 65 gives the affect of' velocity on the
L/D performance of' Model 301 rigged with 2 1)W suspensi on lineo.
The data presented in this figure was Ohijlqed with the modi.

flying horizontally. Unforbunately, because of trouble
experienced with the wind tunnel instrumentation during the
first series of' Ames tests and the lack of time necessary to

completely rerun the test program during the second series of
Ames tests, there is no data for' Model 301 with 1 DW lines and
flying horizontally. Therefore it is not possible to get the

affect of the increased suspension line length on L/D. It is
not possible to compare results between tests conducted with
Model 301 flying horizontally to tests conducted with the model

flying vertically because of an observed deterioration in
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performance when flying horizontally, As shown by Figure 65,

Model 301 with 2 DW suspension lines had an increase in

performance with increasing velocity. This trend is directly

opposite to the results obtained with Model 301 with 1 DW lines

flying vertically. The reason for the indicated increase in

performance with velocity is probably due to the weight of the

canopy making it necessary to fly yawed in order to keep the

parachute out in a horizontal position. Because the vertical

component of force necessary to support the parachute weight

becomes a smaller percentage of the total force vector acting

on the parachute as velocity increases, it is not necessary, to

fly at as great en angle of yaw. This results in higher

indicated L/D values as the velocity increases. Figure 66

gives L/D versus flap extension for Model 301A. This data, At

60 fps, was the only data for Model 301A salvaged from the first

test series. Pecause Model 301A was made by modifying Model.
301, and this modification was removed after it was tested and

could not be replaced, Model 301A W -nUt Letrsted.

Figure 68 is a plot of flap extension force coefficient

as a function of flap extension for Model 301 with 2 DW lines.

Figures 69 and 70 are plots of flap force coefficient for

Models 301A and 301. The data shown by Figurcs 69 and 70

indicates that the flap forces for Models 301 and 301A arc

comparable and therefore the more complete set of data shown in

Figure 69 can be considered correct for use with Model 301.

Figures 71 and 72 are plots of reefing line force coefficient

as a function of percent reefing for the front and side lobes

of Model 301.

1.2.2 Model 302

Figure 73 gives L/D versus flap extension for Model

302. This figure represents the only useable L/D data available

for this model from the Ames tests. The small amount of data
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is again due to the difficulties experienced with wind tunnel

instrumentation. Figure 74 is a plot of reefing line force

coefficients versus percent reefing. Figures 83 and 84 are

photos of Model 302 flying vertically.

1.2.3 Model 303

Figure 75 is a plot of L/D versus flap extension for

Model 303. The test results for three velocities are presented

in this figure. Although Model 303 did not exhibit values of

L/D as high as some of the other models tested it was one of the

most stable, and as can be seen from Figure 75 ito performance

was not greatly reduced by velocity increases.

1.2.4 !Hodel 30A

Figure 76 presents the data for Model 304. This model

was rigged so that as the flaps were oxtended the interior

lines attached to the canopy pulled the forward ioo of tho
canopy down giving a flatter c:anopy profile awd balancing the

falp riser loads.

1.2.5 Model 402

Model 402 is a 16-'t I) vep':;Io.i (it' Mfidn. '10"'. A., t mI(lon t

by Figure 7'/ this model did not -.how the hImprovement il
performance over Model 302 that. wa:i !Ilhown ..n tho tw t,.rILcl<

tests. This may not have been the fauti ()i the mode[ ;.,

difficulties with the control mechanism biid lIk (vi Litnio

prevented the obtaining of' data at optiirWiil intortu': Jim ;. t, Li g

when the Model was flown vertically.

1.2.6 Cluster of 3 Model 302.n

Figure 78 gives the data obtained from tAe cklu,'Ger ()'
Model 302ts. The performance of this cluster was dis appointing

compared to the cluster perf'ormanve reported in I~ef. .. The

corrected L/D max value for the cluster that give maximuuri

performance in Ref. 1 was 1.51.
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1.2.7 Model 101 (Aerosail)

Figure 79 is a plot of L/D versus flap ee ofor

Model 101. Five test runs are shown. The higher values were

obtained with the model flying vertical. Reference 1 quotes

an L/D max of 1.75 for this model. Corrected data from the

same tests give an L/D max of 1.54.

1.2.8 Model 105 (Aerosail)

Figure 80 is plot of L/D versus flap extension.fr

Model 105. Reference 1 quotes on T,/D max of 1.63 for t-i.

model. This value has been corrected to L/D max = 1.12.

1.2.9 Model 107 (Aerosail)

Figure 81 is a plot of L/D versus flap extension for

Model 107. Reference 1 quotes on L/D max of 1.67. this has
been corrected to L/D max = 1.09.

1.2.10 Model 113 (Aerosail)

Figure 82 is a plot of L/D versus flap extension for-

Model 113. Reference 1 quotes on L/D max of 1.55, this has

been corrected to L/D max = 1.23.
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